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Abstrat In this paper, we desribe a method to

handle unertainty aused by indiret ontrol trans-

fers when reonstruting a ontrol ow graph from a

binary program. We have implemented our method

on binaries for the Digital Alpha arhiteture, and

we show that all but a few of the indiret jumps and

more than 90% of the indiret proedure alls an be

resolved automatially. A new analysis of reloation

information almost halves the number of proedures

onservatively assumed to be a possible allee of in-

diret alls. This new analysis has been inorpo-

rated in the Alto link-time optimizer and evaluated

on the SPEC95 benhmarks. The obtained ode size

redution with the new analysis is 30% on average,

where it is only 23% without it.

Keywords: binaries, stati analysis, ontrol trans-

fers, optimization, ompilers

1 Introdution

Binary modi�ation has beome a major re-

searh �eld during the last deade. Three

major appliations of binary modi�ation are:

(i) binary translation, beoming inreasingly

popular with Just-In-Time ompilation for

Java [1℄, (ii) instrumentation of binaries [2℄ for

debugging purposes, and (iii) whole-program

optimization at link-time. Link-time optimiza-
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tion systems are used for di�erent purposes

suh as ode optimization [3, 4℄ and ode om-

pression [5℄ whih beomes inreasingly impor-

tant for mobile/embedded systems where large

amounts of memory are not available beause

of power onsumption/high ost.

These appliations require a very detailed

analysis of the binary program. A binary op-

timizer is however handiapped by the lak

of semanti information about the program.

Muh of the information that is available for

free in the ompiler must be painstakingly re-

onstruted by the whole-program optimizer.

In order to speed up or simplify the analysis,

one may be tempted to make only onserva-

tive assumptions, but these assumptions often

prohibit several of the more powerful optimiza-

tions.

This paper fouses on only one aspet of the

analysis of a binary program, namely the re-

onstrution of the interproedural ontrol ow

graph (ICFG, the ombined CFGs of all pro-

edures). The reason why we do this is that it

is the basis for many other analyses and pro-

gram optimizations. The reonstrution of an

ICFG is straightforward for the vast majority

of the ode, but very hard when indiret on-

trol transfers our (ontrol transfers through a

memory or register operand as used when all-

ing a proedure through a proedure pointer,

or when transferring ontrol through an ad-

dress table).



For the ease of proessing, suh indiret on-

trol transfers are often modeled by means of a

ontrol transfer to a �titious hell node, whih

is the abstration of an unknown target [3℄

to guarantee that only onservative program

transformations an be applied.

The use of a hell node is a very elegant solu-

tion to handle unknown ontrol ow behavior:

instead of having to adapt all analyses and op-

timizations to deal with ontrol ow anomalies

for onservativeness, the onservativeness is in-

orporated in the behavior of the hell node.

Some properties of the hell node are that (1)

it is always reahable, (2) all registers are live

at its entry-point, (3) all registers are de�ned

with unknown ontents (i.e. not onstants).

Without going into too many details about

the analyses that are performed on binaries, it

is important to note that for (1) reahability

analysis, (2) liveness analysis and (3) onstant

propagation, that are all �x-point alulation

algorithms, it suÆes to initialize the proper-

ties of the hell node before the �x-point algo-

rithm is applied to guarantee onservativeness.

From that moment on, the �x-point algorithms

are not aware of the existene of the hell node.

For 64-bit arhitetures however, the are-

less use of hell edges is dramati beause al-

most all subroutine alls are memory indiret

as we will show in setion 3.1.

Hene, in order to reonstrut the ICFG, we

need to arry out a areful analysis to �nd out

what the targets of the indiret ontrol trans-

fers are. However, the neessary analyses, in-

luding onstant propagation, require an ICFG

themselves, whih leads to a phase ordering

problem. The solution we propose is to start

with a super-onservative ICFG, where every

indiret ontrol transfer instrution is replaed

by a ontrol transfer to the hell node. After

onstant propagation, some of the edges to hell

nodes (hereafter alled hell edges) an be re-

plaed by edges to regular nodes, allowing for

a more detailed onstant propagation, whih

in turn might eliminate additional hell edges,

et. After a few iterations, this proess on-

verges to a stable ICFG with fewer hell edges.

The more information that is used during this

proess (the ode itself, but also reloation in-

formation, symbol table information and the

read-only data setions), the more hell edges

we are able to remove.

2 Building the ICFG

The ICFG onsists of the CFGs of all pro-

edures in a program. Its verties are basi

bloks and the edges are the intraproedural

ontrol ow paths between basi bloks and

additional all and return edges to model pro-

edure alls.

Deteting the basi bloks of a binary pro-

gram for a RISC-arhiteture is straightfor-

ward [6℄: ontrol ow transfer instrutions

mark the end of a basi blok, targets from di-

ret ontrol ow transfers and the instrutions

diretly following ontrol ow transfer instru-

tions mark the entry-points (leaders) of ba-

si bloks, as do reloations for indiret jumps

sine possible target addresses are marked for

reloation. Proedures are deteted in the

same way.

The edges of the ontrol ow graph are also

straightforward if they are manifest in the bi-

nary (either absolute or relative). This is not

the ase for indiret ontrol ow transfers, as

the target of the ontrol transfer is then stored

either in a memory loation or in a register. In-

formation about the set of possible targets an

only be obtained by means of onstant prop-

agation over the program, a simple inspetion

of the ode does not suÆe.

We will illustrate this for an Alpha binary

generated from the C-ode of Figure 1. The

CFG for the proedure f() is depited in Fig-

ure 2. Note that the diret alls to g0() and

g1() in the soure ode are implemented as

indiret alls sine they were implemented in

another soure ode �le. Solid line edges are

found on onstruting the ICFG, sine they

ome from diret ontrol ow transfers. Dotted

edges result from indiret ontrol ow trans-

fer, and annot be resolved until after some

more analysis. Therefor, the indiret ontrol

transfers will in a �rst approximation be mod-



extern oat g0(oat x);

extern oat g1(oat x);

oat f(int fun, oat x)

f

oat y;

swith (fun)

f

ase 0:

y = g0(x);

break;

ase 1:

y = g1(x);

break;

g

return y;

g

Figure 1: Example C-ode soure �le that is just part of a whole program.

Figure 2: Part of the ICFG for the C-ode in Figure 1: basi blok 1 mainly tests the index in

the address table, basi blok 2 implements the atual table lookup, basi bloks 3/4 implement

the proedure all/return to/from g0() (basi bloks 5/6 do the same for g1()) and basi blok 7

implements the return. The third argument of the jsr and jmp instrutions are nothing but a hint

for branh predition, they annot be used to model ontrol ow preisely.



eled onservatively, i.e. with edges to the hell

node. All possible targets of indiret ontrol

ow transfers (reloatable addresses) beome

reahable from the hell node. For the sake of

larity, the hell node is not drawn as one single

node in Figure 2.

3 Re�ning the ICFG with

stati analysis

The aim of the stati analysis is to remove as

many superuous hell edges as possible from

the onservative interproedural ontrol ow

graph and replae them by more preise (and

real) ontrol ow paths.

There are two kinds of hell edges: hell

edges that point to the hell node (outgoing hell

edges), and hell edges that point from the hell

node to a regular node (inoming hell edges).

They will be treated in a di�erent way.

3.1 Outgoing hell edges

Outgoing hell edges result from unknown out-

going ontrol behavior at spei� program

points. These are the result of indiret ontrol

transfers, whih have �ve major soures: (i)

swith-statements that are implemented with

a table lookup and an indiret jump, (ii) ex-

eption handling, where ontrol is transferred

to a handler indiretly on raising an exeption,

(iii) goto-statements to pointer-assigned labels,

(iv) impliit or expliit use of proedure point-

ers, (v) dynami method invoation in OOP

languages.

The former three are implemented with in-

diret jumps, the latter with indiret alls. Dy-

nami method invoation is very hard to han-

dle statially at the binary ode level, sine the

type information that is needed to resolve the

indiret alls will most of the time be stored

in dynamially alloated memory. Resolving

these alls is out of the sope of this paper.

The implementation of swith-statements by

means of an address table is the major soure of

hell edges leaving from jump instrutions.

1

To
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In the whole SPEC95 benhmark suite ompiled for

resolve jump targets resulting from a swith-

statement it is neessary to relate the jump

instrution to a table lookup. A table lookup

that is ompiler generated is most of the time

implemented with a reognizable sequene of

instrutions existing of index normalizations,

an index bound test, loading the target address

using the table and the index and the jump

itself.

Reognizing the sequene is sometimes

triky beause the sheduler might have mixed

other instrutions in the sequene. Further-

more, the normalizing instrutions di�er with

the data type of the operand in the swith-

statement, and may even be dupliated if,

again for sheduling reasons, a dupliate of the

index is made somewhere in the sequene. The

solution we have implemented is to look for the

program slie produing the target address of

the jump, and to math this slie with a set

of known slies. After uni�ation, the number

of elements in the address table an be alu-

lated based on the upper-bound test value and

the values used for normalization of the index.

Using this sheme in ombination with target

addresses stored in a read-only setion of the

binary, we are able to resolve all indiret jumps

oming from swith-statements.

On raising exeptions, ontrol is mostly

transferred to a handler by means of a om-

puted jump. If there is only one target handler

at the jumping program point, whih we found

to be true for the SPEC95 benhmarks om-

piled on the Alpha arhiteture, it suÆes to

�nd its address, whih is normally stored in a

read-only setion of the binary. If there is more

than one possible target, the analysis required

to �nd all possible targets is muh harder. So

far, we have not found a safe algorithm to re-

solve this.

Of all indiret proedure alls found in bina-

ries ompiled for the Alpha, the vast majority

are indiret implementations of atual diret

alls. The reason is that the displaement be-

tween a all and its target an potentially be

the Alpha arhiteture, there are only two jumps not

related to a swith-statement or exeption handling.



a 64-bit integer that annot be enoded in a

32-bit instrution. This means that all alls

for whih the ompiler does not know the dis-

plaement (i.e. all intermodular alls) have to

be implemented with a load from a literal ad-

dress pool and an indiret proedure all.

To resolve these indiret alls, the value that

is loaded in the register used for the all has

to be known. Sine the address of the allee

is stored in the read-only literal address pool,

onstant propagation suÆes to �nd the ad-

dress at whih the target address is stored.

What is left after these re�nements are the

true indiret proedure alls (through proe-

dure pointers). These are muh harder to an-

alyze. The main reason is that the addresses

that are loaded do not ome from a read-only

setion.

3.2 Inoming hell edges

Some inoming hell edges result indiretly from

the outgoing hell edges disussed in the previ-

ous paragraphs (e.g. a all edge to hell always

has a orresponding return edge from hell). For

those, re�nement is easy beause these edges

an be replaed together with the outgoing

edges.

Other inoming hell edges are reated be-

ause a basi blok's entry instrution is relo-

atable: its reloatable address is stored in the

data setions.

This is the ase for indiret jumps, where 32-

bit displaements are stored in address tables.

These displaements have 32-bit reloations as-

soiated with them. As long as there are in-

diret jumps in a proedure that are not re-

solved we must assume the jumps an reah all

the 32-bit-reloatable bloks in the proedure,

and therefor inlude a hell edge in the ICFG

to model the unknown predeessors. One all

indiret jumps in a proedure are resolved how-

ever, we know all possible predeessors of these

basi bloks and an safely remove the hell

edges.

This is also the ase for the entry-points

of all proedures that are aessible from out-

side their own objet �le, sine they an only

be alled by an indiret all, as indiated in

the previous setion. Potentially, any proe-

dure of whih the entry-point address is stored

in a data setion an have its (64-bit reloat-

able) address loaded somewhere in the program

and be the target of an indiret proedure all

(e.g. using a proedure pointer). As a onse-

quene, as long as there are indiret alls in the

program of whih the possible allees are not

known, all the aforementioned proedures an

be their allees and hene must be assumed to

be reahable by a hell edge to guarantee or-

retness. This sheme works very well, but

unfortunately it is overly onservative and is

therefor extended with an analysis of the pro-

gram ode and the assoiated reloations.

On the Alpha, all instrutions loading ad-

dresses from the literal address pool have an

assoiated reloation, sine the loation where

the all target address is loaded, is itself relo-

atable. This allows these load instrutions to

be identi�ed. Further more, the instrutions

using the loaded address have a reloation in-

diating the purpose of the loaded value (either

an indiret all or something else). Using this

information, we delete the all edge from hell to

a proedure if loads of it's entry-point address

ome from the literal address pool only and are

not used for anything but indiret alls and if

all those indiret alls have been resolved.

Note that we know prior to building the orig-

inal ICFG for whih proedures the removal of

the hell edges will be viable. Still we have to

add them to the ICFG at �rst, sine at that

point, not all alling ontexts are linked to the

alled proedures and thus we need to approxi-

mate the joined alling ontexts onservatively,

with a all from hell. This also keeps the alled

proedure live.

4 Evaluation

We have shown how a hell node an be used

to model unknown ontrol ow behavior in

a onservative approximation of the ICFG

and how the ICFG an be re�ned during

the analysis and transformation of the binary.



Before optimization & hell edge removal After optimization & hell edge removal

benhmark alls jumps alls jumps alls jumps alls jumps

#pros #ins to to from from #pros #ins to to from from

hell hell hell hell hell hell hell hell

ompress95 334 27103 1023 38 230 108 143 18422 131 1 51 2

g 2795 365031 15073 260 1382 2439 1445 277453 377 1 284 2

go 997 90200 2308 45 321 195 271 71741 160 1 51 2

ijpeg 819 75164 2366 43 518 149 409 51580 744 1 236 2

li 726 43415 2047 45 540 157 441 26092 147 1 245 2

m88ksim 674 61007 2508 57 463 272 334 42078 277 1 112 2

perl 788 111671 5098 94 549 1065 402 81811 461 2 59 4

vortex 1559 174517 9650 72 904 366 539 100824 205 2 100 4

applu 1123 150212 5095 187 800 881 499 106016 421 2 142 4

apsi 1275 169495 5364 186 819 903 542 118630 423 2 143 4

fpppp 1152 151105 5011 182 816 884 498 103076 421 2 142 4

hydro2d 1174 150885 5173 194 804 933 527 107184 421 2 142 4

mgrid 1115 142616 5117 193 801 927 503 98717 421 2 142 4

su2or 1158 152308 5168 195 810 944 524 108108 421 2 142 4

swim 1105 139714 5043 186 800 876 496 96048 421 2 142 4

tomatv 1064 136113 4964 189 776 896 481 95443 406 1 142 3

turb3d 1139 147961 5132 192 802 922 514 104364 421 2 142 4

wave5 1272 171319 5180 177 811 840 555 124689 421 2 142 4

geom. avg. 1038 118442 4312 118 670 753 462 82345 341 2 129 3

after/before 45% 70% 8% 1% 19% 1%

Table 1: Results of the optimization and hell edges removal.

To evaluate this method for real-life applia-

tions, we have analyzed the hell edges for the

SPEC95 benhmark suite when being opti-

mized with Alto, A Link-Time Optimizer for

the Alpha arhiteture. The binaries were re-

ated using the DEC C ompiler (version 5.6-

071) on a Digital UNIX V4.0 system. The

ompiler ags used were -O4, -Wl,-d -Wl,-z

-non shared. This means full ompiler opti-

mization and stati linking, inluding reloa-

tion and symbol information in the binary

2

.

Table 1 shows a summary of the results.

As an be seen from the table, the number

of indiret alls in the binaries drops with 92%.

This is obtained by the strength-redution in

Alto that onverts indiret alls to diret alls

if the displaement between all-site and allee

is small enough to be enoded in the all in-

strution. The number of proedures in the

binaries drops by 55%, due to the ombined

e�et of the removal of dead proedures and

the inlining of proedures that have only one

all site. Note that without the hell edge re-

2

The Alpha ompiler refuses to inlude reloation

information if the binaries are not statially linked.

moval based on the reloation information in-

diating the use of loaded addresses, this ould

only have been 35% sine 65% of the proe-

dures was originally onsidered as a allee from

hell. 89% of those are no longer onsidered as

a allee from hell beause of the new analysis.

The number of instrutions in the �nal opti-

mized binary drops with about 30%. Without

using the reloation information indiating the

use of loaded addresses, this was only 23%.

5 Related Work

The setjump and longjump proedures in C

are typial examples of ontrol ow anomalies

with interproedural branhes. These are ex-

amples of hard to model behavior, not of un-

known behavior. For how to model these in the

same ICFG, we refer to [4℄. The basi idea is to

add additional edges to the ICFG that guaran-

tee onservativeness. Again, the analyses and

optimization algorithms themselves need not

be aware of the anomalies.

Alto [4℄ is a Link-Time Optimizer developed

at the University of Arizona and Ghent Uni-



versity. By optimizing binaries, it now speeds

them up with e.g. 16.5% on average for the

SPECint95 benhmarks. Alto does a muh

better job than OM [3℄, a DEC link-time opti-

mizer. OM uses a hell funtion, but there is no

literature on the removal of hell edges in OM.

Spike [7℄ optimizes Alpha/NT-exeutables.

If indiret ontrol ow transfers is unresolved,

onservative approximations (following alling

onventions) are used for the di�erent analy-

sis and optimizations. These approximations

are not modeled by a hell node but are inor-

porated in the Program Summary Graph [8℄

nodes. In this graph eah node desribes prop-

erties of the orresponding program point, suh

as liveness information and may-use informa-

tion.

EEL, the Exeutable Editing Library[9℄,

uses program slies to resolve ontrol ow in

more or less the same way we do. For pro-

gram traing, when stati analysis is unable

to resolve indiret alls or jumps, they insert

ode that translates target addresses at run-

time. The instrution resheduler implemented

using EEL [10℄ is a loal sheduler, so there is

no need for aurate CFG information.

6 Conlusion

This paper desribes how hell nodes and hell

edges an be used to model the unertainty

aused by indiret ontrol transfers. We de-

sribe a new analysis to greatly redue the

number of hell edges in the ICFG using relo-

ation information indiating the use of loaded

addresses . The method has been implemented

for the Digital Alpha in Alto, A Link-Time op-

timizer. We are able to onvert 92% of all in-

diret proedure alls to diret alls and the

new analysis results in an additional 7% aver-

age ode size redution for the SPEC95 benh-

marks.
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